Broadband provision in Stoke St Gregory and Burrowbridge

- **Houses with access to >24 Mbps FTTC**
- **Houses with access to <24 Mbps FTTC**
- **Houses with no practical access to FTTC**
- **Ditto but with wireless connection**
- **Unconnected or unknown connections**

**Scale:** Grid squares = 1 kilometre

Speeds are download speeds, taken as the lowest figure in Range A (clean), derived from phone numbers in www.dslchecker.bt.com.

No practical access to FTTC means that FTTC connection would not be significantly faster than ADSL. In the large majority of these cases, FTTC is not available at all.

**Distances are in Km by road from the serving cabinet, with full distance from exchange (relevant for ADSL) in brackets. Distances which include the 1Km BT estimate from Cutts Rd/Stanmoor Rd to Burrowbridge Cab 4 are italicised.**
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